Employee attitudes and (digital) collaboration data: A preliminary analysis in the HRM field
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Abstract—The digital transformation of organizations is making workplace collaboration more and more powerful and work always “observable”; however, the informational and managerial potential of the generated data is still largely unutilized in Human Resource Management (HRM). Our research, conducted in collaboration with business engineers and economists, aims at exploring the relationship between digital work behaviors and employee attitudes. This paper is a work-in-progress contribution that presents a preliminary phase of data analysis we performed on a collection of Enterprise Collaboration Software (ECS) data. In the exploratory data analysis step, we analyze data in their original table format and elaborate it according to the user who performed the action and the performed action. Then, we move to a graph representation in order to make explicit the interaction between users and the objects of their actions. Finally, we introduce the concept of employee-attitude-oriented pattern as a mean to derive significant views over the overall graph and discuss Social Network Analysis (SNA) approaches that can be exploited for our purposes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The object of Human Resource Management are work relationships and, more precisely, the necessary but hard to keep balance between individual contributions and organizational incentives [1]. Individual contributions to the organization comprise two classes of actions and decisions: those relative to one’s own job or task (execution) and those relative to the coordination with those others jobs whose execution is interdependent with ours (collaboration). Collaboration has been gaining increasing importance in today’s organizations, along with the competitive need for real-time adaptive executive response (vs routine-based or “programmed” decision making). In this respect, the digital transformation of organizations, that is the embedding of ICTs, and web technologies in particular, into work processes [2], has at least two relevant consequences on the management of organizations. First, it is making workplace collaboration more and more powerful. Second, and along with the progressive adoption of Enterprise Collaborative Software (ECS) it is making work always “observable”: as work processes become increasingly digitalized, work behaviors produce an asset of digital traces that provides unprecedented information that can potentially inform HR theory and research and also transform HRM into an evidence-based, data-driven practice [3], [4].

While “augmented” collaboration seems quite at hand, as more and more large-sized companies are adopting ECSs, the informational and managerial potential of data point “exhausts” generated by them still lack a theoretical framework and consequently data are still largely unutilized [5]. In this respect, we envision two modes of giving those data some organizational or managerial significance. The first consists in correlating (digital) behavioral patterns with performance (for an example on sales representatives see [6]). The second consists in correlating (digital) behavioral patterns with employee attitudes (such as satisfaction, embeddedness, engagement and the like), given that, according to well-established research in HRM [7], [8], attitudes are deemed relevant predictors of work behaviors: the more satisfied or embedded employees are, the better they perform. In this second mode, which is the one considered in this paper, our research explores the relationship between digital work behaviors - defined as those acts performed on company’s digital platforms (e.g. digital workplaces, ECSs, intranets...) in the execution of employees’ job that are traced and stored in digital formats - and employee attitudes. If such a relationship exists, innovative HRM could follow, as employee attitudes could be efficiently monitored and better analyzed on an on-going basis (film-like), out of digital work behaviors, instead of relying on traditional periodical surveys (picture-like).

To this aim, we conducted a preliminary analysis of a data collection from a sample of 106 employees working in an Italian business unit of a large-sized global retail company. Employees’ collaboration is supported by means of the ECS platform Jive1, whose basic concepts are summarized in Section II. In addition to the Jive data over a period of time of one year (2016), we collected data on relevant attitudes through two rounds of survey handed out at one-year distance (Jan. 2016 and Jan. 2017). In the exploratory data analysis step, data were analyzed in their original CSV format and were elaborated according to the user who performed the action and the performed action; we selected the most useful attributes for our purposes and analyzed them from different points of view, including frequency/distribution of values (Section III). Then, we moved to a graph representation in order to make explicit the interaction between users and the objects of their actions and to make Social Network Analysis (SNA) applicable [9]. The proposed graph-data schema for ECS and the approach for data extraction is described in Section IV. Finally, we examine SNA solutions able to extract employee-based features and

1http://www.jivesoftware.com
study their correlation with employee attitudes (Section V). Section VI concludes the paper discussing future research streams.

II. THE JIVE PLATFORM

Jive is an ECS and knowledge management tool that offers many functionalities including online communities, microblogging, social networking, discussion forums, blogs, wikis, and instant messaging. All the content is managed in a uniform way and can be accessed through a common search interface. In the following, we give an overview of the Jive data model, underlying its core concepts.

The heart of the Jive data model is a star schema: a central fact table represents occurred events (i.e., actions, also known as activities), while corresponding dimension tables include actors (i.e., users) and objects that took part in them. Each record of the fact table conveys the following information: at <TIME>, <USER> performed <ACTION> on <OBJECT> in <CONTAINER>. The action can also be optionally and additionally performed on an indirect object. The involved dimensions are:

- **time dimension**: time is simply modeled with a timestamp of when the activity occurred in the system;
- **user dimension**: the ID of the user initiating the action points to a user table providing further attributes such as username, name, firstname and last name;
- **object dimension**: the ID of the action’s object points to an object table, where each record represents a Jive object. Jive objects can be either an <OBJECT> (e.g., a discussion message, blog post, comment, and so on) or a container (e.g., a group, project, user container, ...) of other objects.

Different action types exist. Each action is represented in the fact table as a code indicating the action or event that occurred.

III. DATA ACQUISITION AND EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS

In order to enable external processing / transformations of the ECS data, we exploited Jive Data Export Service to export all actions performed in 2016 to a series of CSV files. Moreover, the company put at our disposal data on relevant employees’ attitudes through two rounds of survey handed out at one-year distance (beginning 2016, beginning 2017).

In the remainder of this section, we will first of all briefly discuss the survey data (Section III-A); then, in Section III-B, we will present the details of the initial exploratory analysis of the ECS data.

A. Employees’ Attitudes Survey Data

The employees’ answers to the questions constituting the surveys were elaborated in order to obtain, for each employee, 5 real numerical indicators of their work attitudes related to 3 major constructs: **Job embeddedness** [10] (web of connections “in which an individual can become stuck” [7]), **Job satisfaction**, and **Work-role innovation** [11]. The considered indicators (using the scales developed by [7, 10]) are:

- **Job Embeddedness: Fit**: quantifies (range [1,7]) the extent to which an individual perceives that his/her abilities and values match organizational requirements and culture;
- **Job Embeddedness: Links**: quantifies (range [0,5]) how much an individual has developed links with co-workers and organizational activities;
- **Job Embeddedness: Sacrifice**: quantifies (range [1,7]) the perceived economic and psychological costs associated with leaving the current organization;
- **Job Satisfaction**: quantifies (range [1,7]) the individual contentedness with his/her job;
- **Work-role innovation**: quantifies (range [1,7]) the intentional introduction within one’s work role of new and useful ideas, processes, products, or procedures.

Table I shows some exploratory statistics about the above discussed indicators, including mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum and the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of the data series over all the 106 employees for both the 2016 (upper part) and 2017 (lower part) surveys. Finally, in addition to the above mentioned indicators, survey data is completed with the organizational profile data of each employee, including: ID, Organizational Position, Age, Sex, Length of service, Workplace and Educational qualification.

B. ECS Data

The total number of records extracted by means of the Jive Data Export Service is 306463, corresponding to as many actions. Actions are stored in four CSV files, representing four...
action groups: content actions, i.e., actions performed on a content object (105396 actions); container actions, i.e., actions performed on a container object (72719 actions); user actions, i.e., actions performed on a user (e.g., view or update user profile) (59494 actions); search actions, i.e., actions looking for specific keywords (6854 actions).

Each CSV file has its own “flat” tabular structure; in total, 87 distinct attributes are present. After a preliminary analysis of their content, we projected the data over the most significant ones (i.e., most informative and with fewer null values). Table II shows the result.

For all groups, the specific action carried out by users on the platform is derived from the Action attribute. Actions are denoted with a name following this pattern: ACTIVITY_<ACTION>_<OBJECT>. For instance, ACTIVITY_VIEW_DOCUMENT is a common content action, ACTIVITY_UPDATE_PROJECT a container action, and so on. The ID (username) of the user performing the action is denoted in the Actor.Username column. Please note that the files’ structure is not normalized: the columns include not only attributes of the action itself (such as ActivityTime.* or WebSessionId), but also attributes of the action target (e.g., ContentActionObject.*, DestinationActionObject.*, and ActorActionObject.* for content, container and user actions, respectively). Moreover, only for content and container actions, the Destination.* attributes refer to the container in which the target object is positioned.

Action kind statistics. Table III shows the top 4 actions for each action group, including their percentage w.r.t. the total of each group and number of distinct users performing them. As we can see, some actions are much more popular than others (for instance, the ACTIVITY_VIEW_DOCUMENT actions alone represent nearly half of the content actions). Figures 1 and 2 show a more fine-grained analysis of content and container actions, respectively. In this case, target object types (x axis) are split from the action itself (y axis); the color of each “heatmap” cell is brighter the more frequent the combination. Note that for content actions the figure shows the most frequent actions/objects (i.e., rows/columns with at least 250 total occurrences.)

Content and container object statistics. We then performed some analysis on the targets of the content and container actions. In the upper part of Table IV, we report the top 5 object types as deducted from the ContentActionObject.ObjectType attribute of each content action. 16 different content types exist in our data, anyway we can see that actions on “documents” alone represent nearly 70% of all the performed content actions. Other popular (even if much less frequent) types are events, threads, blogposts and videos. Moreover, the table shows the number of distinct users performing actions (“Users” column) and the total number of distinct objects for each content type (“Distinct” column). Distinct objects are extracted from the ContentActionObject.Url attribute. The same analysis is also performed on container types (lower part of the table). Communities, social groups and projects are by far the most frequent targets of container actions. Besides the “Distinct” column, the “All” column also quantifies the number of distinct container objects, considering all the containers mentioned in the whole data (also considering the Destination.* information of both container and content actions).
### IV. Creating the EC Graph

After having explored in depth the attributes and contents of the original CSV data, we built a graph representation on which to found successive analyses. In particular, our goal was to build an **EC network graph** ready to be managed in the Neo4j graph database management software and adhering to its property graph data model. The key features of this model are the following:

- data is represented in **nodes**, **relationships** and **properties**;
- nodes and relationships have one or multiple **labels**, denoting their type;
- relationships connect nodes and have directions;
- properties are key-value pairs;
- both nodes and relationships contain properties.

Figure 3 shows the schema of the EC graph. In the following sections, we will describe in detail how the nodes and relationships of this graph are modeled.

#### A. Modeling and populating nodes

The node types of our graph are the following:

- **Actor** nodes, i.e., the users of the ECS;
- **Content** nodes, i.e., content objects of the ECS (e.g., documents, videos, etc.);
- **Container** nodes, i.e., container objects of the ECS (e.g., blogs, communities, projects, etc.);
- **Keyword** nodes, i.e., keyword strings searched by users (e.g., "Launch event");
- **Object** nodes include both Content and Container nodes.

Table V shows the specifications of each node type, including the properties that we extracted from the original tabular data and the labels we assigned. In particular, we exploited the Neo4j possibility of assigning multiple labels to a node in order to model the hierarchical structure of their types (a container is also an object, therefore it will be labeled both as :Container and :Object). The key attributes are underlined for each node type. Moreover, as to node instance population, the table shows the CSV file(s) from which the data originated. More specifically, nodes are populated in different ways depending on their type:

#### B. Modeling and populating relationships

The graph includes both **action** and **containment** relationships. Action relationships connect users (Actor nodes) with the targets of their action (Content, Container, Keyword nodes). In particular, the four action groups seen in Section III are depicted between angled braces in Figure 3 by as many edge labels. Within each action group, we derive the actual relationship labels from the **Action** attribute of the CSV source files. For example, an **ACTIVITY_CREATE_PROJECT** action is represented by a **CREATE** relationship. The source and target of each action relationship instance are directly derived from the attributes marked as “S” and “T”, respectively, in our exploratory analysis (Table II). Other properties include activity time and date and web session id.

Containment relationships (labeled **IN**) have no properties. They connect either a Content node to its Container node, or two Container nodes, (a container can be in turn positioned in another container). The data origin are the **Destination.*** attributes of the content and container data.

The total number of relationships in the graph is 324121: 306463 action relationships from the ECS data (see also Section III-B) and 17658 extracted containment relationships.

### V. EC Graph Analysis

Our next objective is to introduce SNA solutions able to extract employee-based features and study the correlation with the numerical indicators of employee attitudes presented in Sec. III-A. Social network analysis seeks to understand networks and their participants and has two main focuses: the...
actors and the relationships between them in a specific social context. From a SNA point of view, this application scenario is really challenging and has never been considered before.

The first SNA-based approach we are following to address the problem is a domain-expert driven approach that aims at leveraging on the knowledge of business engineers and economists and consists in the following steps: 1) introduce employee-attitude-oriented patterns as a mean to derive significant views over the overall graph; 2) deeply understand the meaning of the connections each pattern introduces; 3) exploit such connections through SNA techniques able to assign numerical weighting with employees; 4) study the correlation with employee attitude scores.

The following definition introduces the concept of employee-attitude-oriented pattern.

Definition 1: Given an EC network graph, an employee-attitude-oriented pattern is a sequence of rules \( H \leftarrow B_1, \ldots, B_n \) where the bodies \( B_i \), for \( i = 1 \ldots n \), are sets of graph patterns that introduce Actor variables related by the target of their actions and the head \( H \) is a set of graph patterns that connect the Actor variables.

For instance, an implementation of the domain-expert driven approach we tested is the following: we defined an employee-attitude-oriented pattern that puts in direct connection employees that act on an object with the employee that created it (patterns follow the Cypher syntax):

\[
\begin{align*}
(\text{u1:Actor}) \leftarrow & \text{[} \rightleftharpoons (\text{u2:Actor}) \leftarrow \\
(\text{u1:Actor}) \rightarrow & \text{[} \text{CREATE} \rightarrow (\text{o:Object}), \\
(\text{o}) \leftarrow & \text{[} \text{t2} \rightarrow \text{[} \text{u2:Actor}, \text{type(t2)} \leftarrow \text{"CREATE"}}
\end{align*}
\]

On this view, we started by studying the node centrality through the simplest definition, the degree centrality, that has been found useful in many application scenarios (see e.g. some recent works [12], [13]). For each employee, we essentially counted the number of incoming arcs. Finally, we correlated the obtained ranking with the employee attitude indicators through the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient. The obtained results together with the corresponding p-values are shown in Tab. VI. The significant values assess that a correlation exists between this kind of centrality and Fit and Work-role innovation indicators.

Currently, we are also considering other employee-attitude-oriented patterns related to the notion of orientation [14] that wants to cluster digital behaviors according to the kinds of objects actions have been performed on. Orientation relies on the assumption that different kinds of objects call for and induce different codes of conduct. According to orientation, behaviors performed on "communities" or "projects" are defined collaborative, behaviors performed on "social groups", "blogs", or Actor nodes are defined "networking" and behaviors performed on documents are defined "knowledge sharing". For instance, the following employee-attitude-oriented pattern puts in connection Actor nodes that acted on objects contained in a project or on the project itself with the employee that created such a project:

\[
\begin{align*}
(\text{a:Actor}) & \leftarrow \text{[} \rightarrow (\text{u:Actor}) \\
(\text{a:Actor}) & \rightarrow \text{[} \text{CREATE} \rightarrow (\text{p:Container} \text{kind:"Project"}), \\
(\text{u:Actor}) & \leftarrow \text{[} \rightarrow (\text{c:Content}), (\text{c}) \leftarrow \text{[} \text{IN} \rightarrow (\text{p}) \\
(\text{a:Actor}) & \leftarrow \text{[} \rightarrow (\text{u:Actor}) \\
(\text{a:Actor}) & \rightarrow \text{[} \text{CREATE} \rightarrow (\text{p:Container} \text{kind:"Project"}), \\
(\text{p}) & \leftarrow \text{[} \rightarrow (\text{u:Actor}), \text{type(t2)} \leftarrow \text{"CREATE"}
\end{align*}
\]

Consider for instance Figure 4, showing a (very small) portion of the complete EC graph: user 40000654 created the "New launch event" project, which was viewed by user 40000615. Moreover, user 40000615 viewed document DOC-129572 and user 40500001 downloaded document DOC-132111, both related to the project. This pattern may help us to understand which users have created projects that have generated a lot of interest around them.

Generally speaking, the space of alternatives that can be considered at each step of the domain-expert driven approach is very wide. As far as SNA techniques are concerned, we expect we will need to both apply state-of-the-art solutions and study novel data analytics problems. In the following Section, we provide an overview of the techniques to the state of the art that can be exploited to our purposes.

VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF WORK

SNA offers a wide range of well-established techniques that can be exploited for our purposes, mainly influence and community analysis. For instance, different approaches for the identification of influential users have been proposed, such as degree centrality, closeness centrality and pagerank centrality. Each approach relies on different principles and gives rise to its own measures that could find compelling interpretations.
in the HRM application context. The survey [15] provides a comprehensive overview of the available solutions.

Besides the domain-expert driven approach, we are considering another SNA approach that aims at starting the feature extraction process from the most frequent patterns found in the subgraphs centered on a selected number of actors. For this alternative approach, that we named data-driven, we foresee to exploit graph pattern mining techniques [16].

In addition to the classical SNA techniques, we will investigate alternative techniques proposed for specific application scenarios and adapt them to the peculiarities of our context. For instance, influence maximization is the problem of finding a small set of seed nodes in a SN that maximizes the spread of influence under certain influence cascade models [17]. This notion can be exploited both to select the actors in the domain-expert driven approach and to weight employees in the domain-expert driven approach. Customer churn prediction models [18] can be adopted to study the sacrifice indicator as well as user engagement [19] for the links and fit indicators.

Using the metadata about time execution of the digital actions and patterns, we might also deepen the analysis of digital work behaviors, for instance taking into account the distribution of such behaviors within the day or the week. Finally, we could envisage the need of proposing novel kinds of analysis, thus introducing efficient solutions for their implementation on large and evolving EC network graphs.

In this paper we proposed a SNA approach on digital collaboration data and showed that it can lead to interesting findings with strong impact on ‘digital work behaviors’, a very promising but still under-investigated HRM area of research. From a managerial standpoint, algorithmic models could be developed and implemented to detect and represent employee attitudes from digital work behaviors on an on-going basis, in a film-like mode. Consequently, since employee attitudes are identified as predictors of employees performance (e.g. [7], [8]) organizational performance could be much better understood, predicted and managed relying on the digital work behaviors data extracted by enterprise collaborative platform. Similarly, drawing on extant research which suggest that individual creativity is affected by social relationships, data on employees’ centrality derived by the graph analysis on digital work behavior patterns might be used to better understand, predict and manage creative and innovation processes inside organizations.
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